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Abstract. Algorithm for the exact solution of the problem of estimating the parameters of linear regression models by the 
least absolute deviations method is described. It is based on the descent through the nodal straight lines. This algorithm 
significantly outperforms other well-known methods of solving the problem and it can be effectively used in practice. The 
computational complexity of the descent algorithm through the nodal straight lines is assessed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we consider the problem of resistant modeling of linear dependencies under stochastic heterogeneity. 
To create mathematical models using experimental data, for example for monitoring and diagnostic tasks, it is common 
to deal with stochastic heterogeneity. We will point out such features as: incomplete correspondence of some parts of 
the observations to the model; possible presence of outliers in samplings (not necessarily due to measurement errors); 
often non-experimental, heterogeneous nature of data; use of different groupings and rounding; possible dependence 
of the observation results [1]. One of the most common tasks in the statistical processing of experimental findings is 
to estimate the unknown parameters of multiple linear regression models in conditions of stochastic heterogeneity [2]: 

 
 

 

where –  vector of the observable values of the dependent variable; 

 – matrix of the observable values of explanatory variables; – random measurement 

discrepancy (errors);  – unknown parameters of multiple linear regression;  – the sample size;  – the 

dimension of the model. 
The corresponding system of linear equations of model (1) is underdetermined (there are fewer equations than 

unknowns). Indeed, in addition to , random measurement discrepancy (errors)  are also unknown. Therefore, it is 
necessary to solve the corresponding system of linear equations of model (1) statistically. Which means that we need 
to choose such values of unknown parameters  that the set of residuals 
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can be characterized by some extremal properties. For this purpose, a certain function of residuals is usually created 
and minimized in the space of unknown parameters . 

The most widely used method for estimating the parameters of model (1) is the ordinary least squares (OLS) 
method. However, the OLS estimator is consistent when the regressors are exogenous, and, by the Gauss–Markov 
theorem, optimal in the class of linear unbiased estimators when the errors  are uncorrelated, have the same finite 
variances and expectation value of zero. Under the additional assumption that the errors are normally distributed, OLS 
is asymptotically efficient [2]. Nevertheless, in many problems, especially in dynamic problems of diagnostics and 
monitoring, we often have stochastically heterogeneous experimental data, the assumptions of the Gauss-Markov 
theorem are violated, and when observations contain large outliers the OLS estimates become invalid [2]. Under the 
circumstances, the estimation of the parameters of model (1) is required to perform using resistant methods. The most 
popular of which is the method of least absolute deviations (LAD) [3], which for model (1) minimizes the sum of the 
modules of the residuals 

 

The objective function of the LAD  is a convex, continuous, piecewise linear and bounded below function. 
However, it has a large number of kinks, moreover, these kinks are elongated, crossed and many of them are very 
close to each other, forming a so-called “bundle”. At the same time, the minimum of the function is inside this 
"bundle". The boundaries of these kinks are convex linear hyperplanes that gradually become almost parallel when 
the objective function approaches the minimum. This specificities of  are the main reason of the problems which 
occur during solving task (2) by known methods (TABLE 1). 

 

TABLE 1. Known methods of solving LAD task 
Exact methods Approximate methods 

Brute-force search algorithm Methods of searching for an 
unconditional zero-order 

extremum 
 

Simplex-based methods Variationally-weighted 
quadratic approximations’ 

algorithm 
 

The brute-force search algorithm [4] enumerates all the singular points (where  is not differentiable). This 
algorithm has  computational complexity. Therefore, an exponential increase in computational 
costs associated with increases in sample size and the number of variables. 

The implementation of different algorithms for finding the exact solution to task (2), based on the ideas of linear 
programming [5–10], is effective only for small dimensions of models and a limited sample size. The reasons are the 
accumulation of rounding errors and the requirement for an excessively large memory. 

Due to the above-described specificities of the objective function, an increase in the accuracy of zero-order iterative 
optimization methods [11] leads to a rapid increase in computational costs. Another approximate method of solving 
task (2) is the method of iteratively reweighted least squares (Weiszfeld’s algorithm) [5, 12–13]. However, it is known 
that at the solution point of task (2)  residuals are equal to zero. To solve this problem, a regularization technique is 
used. But the question of convergence of the method of iteratively reweighted least squares remains open in the case 
of using a regularization. 

Key Notation 

Let  – is the set of all hyperplanes of the form 
 

Definition 1. Let us call the intersection point of  independent hyperplanes of the form (3), a nodal point: 
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Let us denote  – the set of all nodal points. 
Definition 2. Let us call the intersection straight line of  independent hyperplanes of the form (3), a nodal 

straight line: 
 

It was proved in [14] that the minimum of the objective function  belongs to the set U. 

The Algorithm of Descent Through the Nodal Straight Lines 

This algorithm for the exact solution of task (2) is based on the descent to the solution through the nodal straight 
lines. 

We start the process with an arbitrary nodal point , which is the intersection of  arbitrary 
different hyperplanes . Excluding one of the hyperplanes, we obtain a nodal straight line  (  
nodal straight lines pass through any nodal point). Then we find all the nodal points lying on this nodal straight line 
and sort them. At  we calculate the value of the objective function and the directional derivative of the objective 
function along the nodal straight line . Then we move from the nodal point  in the direction of 
derivative’s decreasing. This derivative is discontinuous only at nodal points. Therefore, we determine the derivative 
from different sides at the next nodal point . Each of the derivatives is equal to the sum of 

 terms 

 

where  is the directing vector of the nodal straight line . 
When passing through a nodal point, only one of these terms changes (the number of the term corresponds to the 

number of the hyperplane crossing at this nodal point  the line ). If at  the left derivative 

 is negative and the right derivative  is positive, then this point is the point of minimum 

of the objective function along the nodal straight line. Then instead of  we fix . If on a given line the objective 
function takes the minimum value at the initial nodal point, then we proceed to the next nodal straight line passing 
through this nodal point. 

When instead of  we fix , then at  we proceed to another nodal straight line passing through it and 
continue descending along it according to the same principle. 

As a result, a nodal point will be found, descent from which is impossible. This nodal point will be the exact 
solution of task (2). It has been established that the descent through the nodal straight lines always converges to an 
exact solution in a finite number of steps [14]. 

Computational Complexity of the Developed Algorithm 

The computational efficiency of the descent algorithm can be improved by using sparse matrices. Indeed, moving 
along the nodal straight line , in order to find the nodal points belonging to this nodal straight line, it is 
necessary to solve for each point a linear system of  equations: 

 

 

 
where . 
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It is obvious that system of linear equations of two different nodal points belonging to the same line differ in only 
one equation. Therefore, the computational efficiency of the descent algorithm will significantly increase if, to find 
the nodal points that lie on the line , the first (   1) rows of the augmented matrix corresponding to (6), 
with using elementary transformations, we preliminarily convert to a stepwise form: 

 

 

 
Using matrix   allows to significantly reduce the computational cost of finding all the nodal points 

belonging to the line : for each -th nodal point we have an expanded matrix 
 

 

 
where . To find -th nodal point, it remains only 

to use back-substitution. Varying , we find all the nodal points belonging to the line . 
Since all the other rows of matrix (7) remain the same, we also do not accumulate rounding errors. 
It is known that the algorithm of descent through nodal straight lines using sparse matrices and considering the 

direction of descent has an  average computational complexity [15]. 
Now, the effect on the computational complexity by the proposed modification shall be highlighted. It is no longer 

necessary to calculate the values of the objective function at all nodal points belonging to the considered nodal straight 
line. In the proposed modification of the algorithm, for each considered nodal straight line, the value of the objective 
function is calculated only at the first considered nodal point, according to the formula: 

 

In addition, the value of the directional derivative of the objective function along this line is calculated (at the same 
nodal point), according to formula (5). 

To calculate these values, about  operations are performed. 
Then, at each considered nodal point on this line, we check whether the derivative changes sign. 
Since for this modification we do not consider all nodal straight lines at each nodal point, the average number 

of transitions from one nodal straight line to another also changes. Using a Monte Carlo method [16], the average 
number of transitions from one nodal straight line to another (P) was estimated for this modification of the algorithm. 
An analysis of the results for different  and  showed that the number of transitions from one nodal straight line to 
another is . 

Therefore, this modification of the algorithm of descent through the nodal straight lines has an 

 
average computational complexity. 
Note that for  . Thus, the proposed modification of the algorithm 

significantly increases its computational efficiency. 
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